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DefendantdAppellants Terry Andersen and Rosaanii Andersen (hereafter, "Andersens"),
having filed the Appellants7Brief, and having received copies of the Respondents' Brief, hereby file

the Reply Brief in Support of Appeal.

APPELLANTS' INTEREST
Andersen's interest in the subject property is the VESED INTEREST and Managerial
Responsibilities in the companies understood to have claims in I n h Springs. Andemens have
personal funds, property and time invested in these companies and in the business.

STATEMXNT OR TBE CASE
Respondents' Brief is such a tangle of misinformation and believed irrelevance that
appellants can only deny the overall content. The Respondents' ''strated appears to be to create as
much confusion and £rustcation in the courts as possible.' Their pleadingsattempt to:showtheinitial
clouding and ambiguity of the title to be the fault of the Andersens and what is portrayed as their
"alter egos". Therefore, the Appellants will make this last attempt to clarify the true facts and point
to documented evidence to demonshte. the misinformation and fraud pep&ated by the
PlaintifE/Respondenton the lower court, and now in the Idaho Supreme Court.

CLOSING DOCUMENTS CONFUSED FROM TEE START

NOTE:

It was Attorney Lyle Eliasen who was the Closing Agent on the Sale of the Property

This is like trying to call an orange an apple. Both the orange and apple are fiuits. Both are sweet. Both
are round However, calling an orange an apple DOES NOT make it an apple or visa versa!

-
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-

-

in July, 1996 (see Clerk's Record hereafter "CR" pp. 22,23,28,29,74,&5, etc.).
It was this same Lyle Eliasen who initiated the Complaint (CR - p. 1). Eliasen was
abruptly replaced by the current fum (Racine, et al) (CR p. 159).
The Respondent would have the Court believe that Terry Andemen created the confusion
with the multiple parties named in the closing documents. In fact, Teny Andersen relied on the
professionals (Tbayne Christensen of Utah -Metro Title of Salt Lake City, UT -and the Denver

-

Law Finn Minor & Bmwn, P.C.) to prepare the closing papers as agreed and according to law and
established methods. Terry Andersen was not informed, nor aware that Lyle Eliasen had made
significant changes in the documentg, as was discovered in May, 2007 (see Clerk's Supplemental

-

Record hereafter "CSR" - Exhibit B). At the closing, the only changes authorid were the changes

-

from Recreational Properties A&B LLC (hereafter "A&B LLC") to Recreational Properties A&B,

a Partnemhip (hereafter - "A&B) (see CSR, pp. 71,72 & 73).

T m ESTABLWWNT OF TBE B U S m S S AS A P A B m m
As partners, Andemens and John Baker & Wife, performed subsequent actions that clearly

support their belief that the partnership had purchased the property.

.

.
.
.

Partnership Agreement (CSR, p. 177-178)
Registration of the Assumed Business Name (CSR, p. 77)
Federal Income Tax Report (CSR, p. 79 62 105)
Irrevocable Option for Transfer of Partnership Interest (CsR, p. 112-115)

The ovemigbt dmRing ofa partnership agmement, managing overseas business, as well as taldng control
of Indian Springs during tuid-waso~&
learning the specifics of the equipment and business as orga&~& testing aod
licensing and gdting required permits resulted in Teny Andersen being sleep-deprived and not alert at the closing.

-

-
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p a m w E f I P LAW DEMANDS

DEE.DS SHOULD m $ m RTHE

PROPERTY TO THE PARTNERSHIP

IC g 53-3-204 (c) Property is presumed to be partnership property if purchased with
partnership assets, even if not acquired in the name of the partnership or one (1) or
more partners with an indication in the instrument transferring title to the property
of the person's capacity as a partner or the existence of a partaersbip.
Several Closing documents show the intention of the parties that the Deeds should have
transferred the property to the partnership:

.
.

.

.

Sales Agreement (CR, p. 18)
Promissory Note (CR, p. 34)
Seller's Escrow ~ c t i o n (CSR,
s
p. 71)
Buyer's Escrow ~ c t i o n (CSR,
s
p. 72-73)

NONE of the documents sent to Managing Partner Terry Andersen by Eliasen, the closing
agent, indicated the parties to whom the deeds were actually deeded to (see CSR, p. 75). This
explains why the errors on the deeds were discoveredat amuch later date, sometime in 2002. At that
time, the Andersens were involved in a Chapter 11 Reorganization FBO AICO Recreational
Properties LLC, the management company, due to Title issues that prevented refinancing.

-

-
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C O W L E m A m A M B I G m OF THE CLOSING ~
NONE OF T&E DEFENDANTS RAVE AN INTEREST ON

u M # $ ~ s
TO FORECLOSE

The complexity and ambiguity of the closing documents have mated fiwtmtion in several
courts which have failed and refused to clarify Title. An analysis of the multiple defendants will
show that NONE HAVE AN INTEREST on which to foreclose.
ANALYSIS OF MULTIPLE DEFENDANTS' BJTERESTS

INDIAN SPRINGS IAND INVESTMENT LLC: has been dissolved, but was the recipient of the
McKinney Sheriffs Deed on Indian Springs (CSR, p. 105).
RON BITTON AND PROFESSIONAL ESCROW SERVICES: (hereafter, "PES") This company
was put out of business by the wurts for malpractice. This is where McKinneys and Bakers
real estate lmasactions were handled, but these defendants have NO KNOWN INTEREST
in the Subject Property.

EVERETT AND ARDIS M c m Y REVOCABLE TRUST UIIID SEPrnMBER 25,1998,
Denise McKinney, trustee: This trust was the recipient of the note and mortgage on Indian
SpringsunlawNly removed £tom escrow by Ron Bitton of PES (CR, p. 196and CSR, p. 24).
AICO RECREATIONAL PROPERTIES LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company (hereafter,

-

"AICO Idaho") was organized December 10,1996 (5 months after the closing on India.
Springs) (CSR, p. 61-64). This Company has NO INTEREST, as established through later
discussion in this Reply Brief.
RECREATIONAL PROPERTDES A&B, A Partnership -the understood and intended owner as
correctly determined by the lower court. However, the Deeds reflect neither the Partnership
nor the Partners. Without correction of the Deeds to transfer the property to the purchaser,

-
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Recreational Properties A&B has no interest (CR, p. 184 & 186).
TERRY W. ANDERSEN and ROSANNA ANDERSEN, Husband and Wife, claim no interest in
the subject property, in that they never signed as such, nor was that the intent. Rosanna
Andersen was not even in Idaho at the time of closing. Andersens interest is in the
partnership A&B with Teny Andersen as managing partner, and as manager and members
of Recreational Properties A&B LLC of Colorado. Andersens have made significant
personal and financial sacrifices for Indian Springs and, as managers, have done their
best to protect the interests of the members of A&B LLC who have limited ability to
participate

TERRY W. ANDERSEN, TRUSTEE OF ANDERSEN LIVING TRUST has been deeded the
property. HOWEVER, said trust does not exist, and has never existed outside the Thomhill
deeds (CR, p. 184 & 186). The members of A&B LLC have no interest in forming said trust
to replace their fully organized LLC, nor is it timely.
JOHN K. BAKER and JUJ.,IE A. BAKER, Husband and Wife, are also believed to be shown on the
deeds in error. Julie Baker was neither present nor signed any documents closing on the
Indian Springs Property. It is not logical that other Baker associates (i.e. David and Paloma

Baker and Brett and Tammy Harrison, Tom and Diane Tucker, McKinneys or any others
known as partners) would be a part of "husband and wife", therefore these defendants are
listed in error, and have NO INTEREST. Bakers, via Baker Land Management, lost their
interest in the partnership, NOT by their personal transfed by deed to AICO (which is
believed to be fraudulent and without merit). The Baker interest was lost incrementally as
per the Partnership agreement (CSR, p. 178, par. on monthly payments) and breach of that

-

-
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contract (CSR, p. 177, par. on tirst right of refusat). The partnership was dissolved, and is

winding up its &airs.
EVERETT W. McEUNNEY AND ARDIS E. McKINNEY are believed at best to have an interest
via the Baker's mortgaged '/z interest (CSR, p. 138), not in the property, but in the
partnership (IC 53-3-203, IC $ 53-3-501 & IC $53-3-502), which is believed to be all Bakers
had to legally mortgage, and such a mortgage was in violation of the partnership agreement.
However, the failed deeds do not name the partnership, therefore, it is believed that
McKinneys have no interest. McKinneys (and their trust) also foreclosed on a company
(AICO) which had NO INTEREST in the subject property.
TODD W. ANDERSEN AND PENNY L. ANDERSEN, Husbandand Wife, have no interest in that
they did not exercise the Option for the Baker Partnership Interest which, with the failing to
deed the property to the Partnership would have netted them nothing. Their position was reaflhned in the lower court (CR, p. 287).

TERRY W. ANDERSEN AND ROSANNA ANDERSEN, TRUSTEES OF THE TERRY WARD

B

ERSEN

D

FEBRUARY 1.1991 acted only as Guarantor on the Note (obligation) (CR, p. 191) for the

partnemhip that was the intended purchaser of Indian Springs which, in turn, was deeded to
other parties.
GLEN C. MAHONEY AND JANE DOE MAHONEY (Donna is now in a rest home) have a
personal home and storage unit at Indian Springs, but no interest in the subject property.
They and the Ells have been subjected to unspeakable injustices as a result of the Indian
Springs mess.
APPELLANT'S REPLY BRIEF - Anderseas - pg. 9 of 36

NOTICE: The ONLY viable claim to Indian Springs via deeds is that of
Recreational Properties A&B LLC, the Colorado Limited L i a b i i Company,
as shown in the footers to the deeds and in the headers and footem in the legal
description(see CR, p. 186, footer, and CR, p. 187-188, headers & footers). A&B
LLC is NOT a defendant, and is comprised of a group of members (numbering
more than a dozen generally unrelated persons). The partnership A&B does
NOT APPEAR in the Deeds in any manner whatsoever. However, A&B LLC,
which PRECEDED the Partnership in interest, is clearly the party to which the
Deeds were directed with '(Thornhill to Recreational Properties A&B LLC."
A&B LLC has further interest by and through its manager, Terry Andersen,
who spent seven (7) years managing the business, and corrected multiple
undisclosed problems idcntifUed by the Engineers (CSR, p. 120-123) in the
property. This investment is shown io the Omitted Counterclaim of $870,000
submitted in conjunction with the Motion for Reconsidemtion. Joinine of
Indisuensable Parties. and New Trial (CSR, p. 39-41).

BAKERS ALSO CONFUSED TJ3E TITLE

In September of 1997, one member of AICO Idaho (NOT the manager) took an Option to
purchase the Baker Partnership Interest (CSR, p. 1 12-1 15). It has been determined in the courts that
this Option was NEVER EXERCISED. The instruments deposited into escrow with PES were
wrongfidiy removed &omescrow by Ron Bitton, and recorded by American Title Company at the
request of Ron Bitton. The Condition Precedent (to be exercised in writing) for these documents
to be removed &omescrow was NEVER SATISFIED. Therefore, a mortgage?note, and a Warranty
Deed signed by Baker SHOULD STILLBE IN ESCROW. Therecordingofthese instrumentsadded
to the confusion of Title created at the closing in 1996.
Bakers offered the Option on the Baker interest in the partnership in return
for paying offanother mortgage that Baker had with McKinney. It was unknown that
Bakers hadmortgaged their partnership interest, OR WHAT 'IXEYBELIEVED was

-

-
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their '/z ownership in Indian Springs to M c k e y for which Bakers received
$150,000 (see CSR, p. 138 -instrument discovered on Feb 18,2003). The Baker
Deed placed in Escrow transferred the full Partnership Property to AICO, claiming
Bakers owned the property, and there were NO ENCUME3RANCES. (The deed, at
face value, indicates Bakers had paid off the total obligations to Thomhill and to
McKinney.) This "deed" effectively diverted the interest of members of A&B LLC
and the Partnership to a third party.

McKEWEYS FURTHER CONFCiSED

TlTLE

McKinneys, under the direction of Denice McKinney as Trustee, acted to foreclose on the
Mortgage m @ y

removed jliom Escrow. McKinney did NOT fomlose against the partnexsbip

A&B, nor against the Bakers (as represented by Atty. Erickson to the lower court), nor Baker Land
Management, nor A&B LLC, nor the Andersen Living Trust (created at the closing, and shown on
the Thornhill Deeds). M c b e y s received a Default Judgment because AICO's legal counsel failed
to appear.

.
.
.
.
.
.

Said counsel belatedly recommended AICO go into a Chapter 11 Reorganization to:
Clear up the Title
Stop the McKinney tortuous interference
Challenge the $150,000 debt they claimed
Settle issues of the partnership
Settle the non-disclosure issues with Seller Th0rnhi.U
Transfer the interests of the members of A&B LLC to a new company under protection of
the Court.
This Reorganization would have cleared up Title Issues that had become apparent in the

attempts to r e - h c e the Thomhill obligation. It appears Thordd objwkd to the reorganization,
APPELLANT'S =PLY BRIEF - Anderaem - pg. 11of 36

in part, to avoid the embarrassment of his fraudulent Disclosure Statement in connection with the
Sale of Indian Springs. (CSR, p. 100-101).His objection in the b a h p t e y court also placed the
amomt owing as of April 12,2002 at $254,000 (CSR,p. 101, par. 13). His objection drew

attention to the mis-deeding, and prompted Andersens to contact Metro Title of Salt Lake City, UT
and obtain copies of the Deeds sometime in 2002.

.
.
.

NOTE: Under the Reorganization Plan, ALL legitimate debts would have beenfilly
paid A $40,000emergency loanforpre-season work to alleviate environmental and
public srgfeiy issues was repaid, and additionalpayments are believed to have gone
to the Thornhill contract by and through McKinney.
The Attorney for AICO was fired, and his fees challenged for malpractice and collusion.
The US Trustee moved to dismiss or convert on unsubstantiated grounds.
The Bankruptcy Court Judge lifted the stay for the McKinneys, allowing them to pursue a
foreclosure.
The same Badauptcy Court Judge then recused himself when it was l e d that his son was

.

an attorney with the £irmrep~sentingMcKinneys in the foreclosure.
The replacement judge, in spite of the evidence that the debtor AICO did not have Title,
appeared to have only one purpose -to punish the bankrupt company and the Andersens.
The replacement judge:
Gave a lease to the seller (Thornhill) to run the property, resulting in new equipment
being damaged or disappearing with f i m s and personal property.
c

Allowed the conversion from a Chapter 11 to a Chapter 7 at the combined motions
of the Trustee, the McKinneys, and Thornhill.
Assigned R. Sam Hopkins as the tTustee to oversee the Chapter 7 closure of the

-

-
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business, and the management of the estate.

AICO RECFtEATIQNAL PROPERTIES LLC, THE MANAGEMENT COMPANY
1.

AICO Recreational Properties LLC, The Colorado Limited Liability Company
(hereafter "AICO - Colorado") organized in the spring of 1996as amanagement and
development company made the initial purchase offer for hdian Springs(CSR,p. 53
& 57).

2.

AICO - Colorado's purpose was to e m w a continuitv of manaaement. should Terry
Andersen be unable to continue. This LLC consisted of 2 parties as bhucted by the
IRS inasmuch as it would be reported on the 1065 Partnership Forms. The 2 parties

were The Tern Ward Andersen and Rosanna Andersen Living Revocable Trust,
dated F e b m q 1.199 1, and Tern Andeisen. Trustee.
3.

When Recreational Properties A&B LLC, the Colorado Limited Liability Company
(hereafter, "A&B LLC") was organized June 27, 1996 (CSR, p. 67) AICO

-

Colorado's interest was combined with that of the investors into A&B LLC and
AICO - Colorado was thereafter administratively dissolved.
4.

-

AICO Idaho was organized at first like the Colorado LLC (CSR, p. 64%then it went
through a reorganization wherein Teny Andersen became Manager only.

5.

A Quitclaim Deed fiom Teny Andersen, Trustee of AICO - Colorado to AICO

-

Idaho, Teny Andersen, Manager, was only recorded at the request of the assessor's
office in order to get tax notices (which had been going to Baker's former address)
to a party who would pay them (CSR, p. 43).
APPELLANT'S REPLY BRIEF - Andemos - pg. 13 of 36

NOTE: The quitelaim deed (CR, p. 200) which the PlaintiWRespondent
errantly claims transferred the property to AICO, actually transferred any
interest that AICO of Colorado had to AICO of Idaho. (Detailed analysisfound
in Arguments seetion of this Brief)
Plaintiff errs in their claim that this deed was &om the "Andersen Living Trust" named on
the Deeds. There was NO mention nor intent with regard to said Trust in the Quitclaim Deed.
6.

-

One of the c'members" (not the manager IC f 30-6-407 (3)) of the reorganized

-

AICO Idaho took an Option on the "Baker" interest (CSR, p. 112-115). It has been
clearly established in the courts that the Option was never exercised.
7.

A mortgage produced by Ron Bitton of PES (and apparently Baker) was NOT on

another Baker property which the Optioneer would pay off in exchange for the Baker
interest (as Baker offered), but rather on Indian Springs. Said mortgage was not
identified on its face as on Indian Springs and the legal description was not
recognized to make that connection (CSR, p. 48).
8.

Bakers place a Warranty Deed and Bill of Salein escrow with the Option Agreement
for purchase of the Baker partnersh hi^ interest." The Warranty Deed declared John

K. Baker and Julie A. Baker to be the full owners of Indian Springs ("infee simple")
and they were deeding it to AICO free and clear of encumbrances (CSR, p. 196). The
effect of this deed &om Bakers is believed to deprive the members of A&B LLC of
their interest as partners.
9.

Bakers thenentered into aseparate(undisclosedto partners) contract withdefendauts
Everett W. And Ardis E. M c W e y , husband and wife, (hereafter "McKinney")
whmin Bakers mortgaged to McKinney "% ownership" in Indian Springs
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(understood to be the partnership property) in return for $150,000.00 (CSR, p. 1383,
The mortgage and deed in escrow with the Option was eximcted by Ron Bitton and
recorded without authorization (CR, p. 196). There&er, said Bitton FAILED TO
DELIVER the deed.
It was made to appear that McKinney was acting as Bakers' partner, making his
belated payments, then McKinneys moved to foreclose in Indian Springs (CSR, p.
90).
Refinancing to pay off the "Assignor" (ThoxnhU) Mortgage and arrange to purchase
the partner's interest was impossible because of the corruption of the Title.
McKinney was delivered a default judgment when the Indian Springs attorney who
took the Complaint to answer, then failed to answer or appear (CSR p. 56-).
The same attorney recommended a Chapter 11reorganizationto settle issues of Title,
partnership, costly seller misrepresentation, and secure the inkmsts of members of
A&B LLC and to determine any other partnership intereststhat might remain on the
Baker side of the partnershipPAll legitimate debts would be paid, but the$150,000
McKinney gave lo Bakers would be challenged.
Collusion and personal agendas distorted the outcome in the Bauk~ptcyCourt.
The Bankruptcy Court and Trustee assigned were fully informed as to the Title
issues.
The case was not heard on its merits in the State Court and an appeal was dismissed
when McKinney's attorney and the bankruptcy trustee (appealing parties aside)
entered into a stipulation agreement to give the property to McKinney if it didn't sell
APPELLANT'S REPLY BRUEF - Andersens - pg. 15 of 36

(CSR, p. 80-82).
18.

The final determination of ownership in the Bankruptey Court, was that
was NO FINAL. DETERMINATION AND IT WOULD HAVE TO BE
SETTLED IN THE State Courts (CSR, p. 160-163).

19.

It has been accurately detenQined in the lower court that the partuemhip was the
purchaser. HOWEVER, the Plainti~espondent's determination to wrongly
convince the wurt that "all the parties were the same" diverted the court from
accurately identifying the partners as A&B LLC (see footers on CSR, p. 29-31) and
Baker Land Management (hereafler, "Baker") (See Exhibit entitled Amended

Memorandum in Support of Amended Motion for Title Clarij?cution,Recision of

-

Deeds, and Dismissal of Case Exhibit A).
20.

Thereafter, the Respondent represented to the lower wurt that McKinney had
foreclosed on the Bakem and the partnership as well. This falsehood can be found
clearly evident in the caption page on the McKinney Sheriff's Deed in the complaint
(CSR, p. 60).

21.

It has become clear that the objective of this foreclosure action was NOT to have the
Note (obligation) paid and release the mortgage, but to provide a means to cut out
any and all other parties of their interest and allow only the McKinneys any
redemption rights (see Exhibit entitled Amended Memorandum in Support of

Amended Motionfor Title Clarification, Recision ofDeeds, andDismissa1of Case Exhibit A).
22.

Clearly, the only interestAICOcould have had was through theBaker's unauthorized
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and not for the partnership Deed designed to defraud partners of their interest. There
were Motions before the lower court to rescind or quash this deed, correct the Seller's
deeds, and join essential parties.
23.

AICO was still in bankruptcy under the protection of the automatic stay at the time
of the deJicient Notice of Default (CSR, p. 115-120) cited and the Summons and
Complaint were not delivered to the Trustee as the only one to receive w h for
AICO.

R. Sam Hopkins, acting as trustee, was fully informed of the Title issues, and of the Ells'

ownership of the modular 3-bedroom home. During these proceedings, an appeal was made by the
Andersens to the Supreme Court (docket # 29140) in the Judge Wodand decision to allow the
foreclosureby the McKinneys. Trustee Hopkins, over-zealous in his actions to look over the estate,
violated the Andersens personal civil rights.
Acting under the Color of Law, Trustee Hopkins:

+

Apparently on a witch hunt, bypassed business mail addressed to AICO,
favoring to open personal mail addressed to the Amksens. It took several
complaints to the US postal service to stop this violation.

+

Entered into a Stipulation Agreement with M c h y to turn the property
over to them. This Stipulation caused the Supreme Court to dismiss the
Andersen Appaal to the McKinney foreclosure.

+

Ousted the Andersens from their personal home with the threat of US
Marshall intervention.

FINALLY, Trustee Hopkins moved to abandon the property because he could not get clear
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title, andtheproperty was burdensome. The Bankruptcyjudgedeclaredthathe couldNQTdetermine
ownemhip, and granted possessory rights as follows:

.
.

.

The land to McKinneys based on the sheriffs deed acquired by default.
The personal property to Thornhill based on an EXPIRED UCCl report which listed only
a small portion of the personalty Thornhill took possession of.
The 3-bedroom home to Ells. Ells and Mahoneys had clear ownership by title ofthe 2 homes
on the subject property and these were granted to them.

MESREPRESENTATIONSIN THE LOWER COURT

In the lower court, the Respondent began by posing to the court that the title issues had been
resolved and were res jndicata. The Honorable Judge Ronald E. Bush astutely researched and
asceftained that was INCORRECT (CR, p. 3 10, last sentence to top of CR, p. 3 1 1 to the end of the
paragraph), and that "A&B is NOT collaterally estopped .from claiming an interest in the property
at this time." HOWEVER, relying on several misrepresentations presented to the court by the
PlaintifVRespondent, the judge ruled that A&B could not claim an interest in the property- These
misrepresentationsare enumerated in the Appellants' Motion for Reconsideration (CSR, p. 14-45),
and s

m

d on pg. 29 and 30 of the Appellants' Brief, and are again listed here for the Court's

convenience:

.

.

.

MISREPRESENTATIONS:
ThePlaintitVRespondentincorreotly representedthat severalbusiness entities
were "one & the same."
The Plainti£fj'Respondent wrongly represented that the buyers r e q d the
changes in the Deeds.
ThePlaintWRespondent wrongly representedthatTeny and Penny Andersen
d/b/a AICO bornwed additional money in the amount of $149,720.69.
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.

.
.
.
.

The PlaintitYRespondent wrongly represented that Recreational Properties
A&B borrowed an additional amount of $40,000.
The PlaintBRespondent misrepresented that Andersens v. PES, et a1
produced a judgment of Foreclosure and a Sheriffs Sale.
The PlaintifWRespondentmisrepresented thatAndersens and Bakersreceived
and recorded the Deeds.
The PlaintitYRespondent wrongly represented that entities with no interest
in the subject property were in default of the Mortgage.
The PlaintifErRespondentwrongly represented that only AICO should have
filed the response to the Complaint. (This is believed to be for the purpose of
securing McKinneys' and Thornhill's temporary possessory rights gained
with the abandonment in Bankruptcy.)
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF DEFENDANTS IN THIS ACTION

The Appellants were brought into a foreclosureactionwhereinNONEof the DEFENDANTS

had any interest on which to foreclose. Therefore it is believed this lawsuit is an exercise in futility
brought to harass these DefendantsIAppellants. The Motion before the lower court to include
Indispensable Parties was denied. Appellants have been informed of another party seeking to
purchase the Thornhill Note -NOT the Plaintiffwhich brought the action. Also, there was a misdelivery of the Complaint and summons during the time when the Automatic Stay of Bankruptcy
hearings would have still been in effect.

OUTSTANDING ISSUES

The Complaint was one of Foreclosure,NOT Quiet Title. The lower court, without motion to do so,
changed it, then appead to vacillate between foreclosure and quiet title, as would best
protect the interests of the court. The court is faced with a dilemma -Either the action is
a Quiet Title or it is a foreclosure. If it is a foreclosure, then ALL defendants should be given
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the right of redemption: IC 8 11-403. If the action is a Quiet Title, then Andersens have a
right to set-off against the damages sought by the Respondent in the amount of $690,000 to
$870,000 as per the Counterclaim. IC 8 6-404.
IC $6-404: When damages are claimed for withholding the property
recovered, upon which permanent improvements have been made by
a defendant, or those under whom he claims, holding under color of
title adversely to the claim of the plaintiff, in good faith, the value of
~ e imvrovements
h
must be allowed as a set-off against such

damaees.
The court and the PlaintiWRespondent were presented with a Tender Offer AND a backup Offer to
buy the Note. However, there were 3 issues that needed to be resolved:
1.

Was there actually a debt?

2.

What was the accurate amount of that debt, if any?

3.

Title -Correcting the deeds to solidify the contract.

A SUMMARY JUDGMENT when these material issues were outstanding was untimely.

ANALYSIS OF TRE OUTSTANDING ISSUES
1.

Was there actually a remaining debt? Appellants have claims of $690,000 for improvements

made to correct faulty installations violating code and without permit -wherein the Seller
represented otherwise in the Sellers' Disclosure Statement (CSR, p. 117-118). An Omitted
Counterclaim was submitted to the lower court accordingly (CSR, p. 38-41) which totals
$870,000. Appellants also have claims forpayments made onacontractwherein the property
was NOT deeded to the buyers, as well as business losses due to the i m p p e r closing of the
business. The Omitted Counterclaim alone EXCEEDS any inflated amount claimed by the
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PlaintiftYRespondent. An offer was made by the Guarantor to the Partnership Note (the
obligation) to meet whatever was finally determined to be the correct amount. That amount
was in dispute, and never resolved.
2.

What was the accurate amomt of the Debt, if any? The following factors have never been
accounted for by the PlaintWRespondent.
a.

Assignor (Thornhimhill)
to the Plaintiff/Respondent claimed to NOT receive certain
payments made directly to him (see CSR, p. 81- 84, and p. 86-96).

b.

In order to claim $254,000 owed as of April 12, 2002 (CSR, p. 101, par. 13),

Thornhill would have received ALL payments, and thedebt dculated utihing the
amortization schedule.
c.

There was no notice of defaulted payment prior to the banlm~ptcyperiod.

d.

In a letter addressing "deeds", dated July 19,2001, Attorney Eliasen, FBO Thornhill

dec1,ared that payments would increase as of August 1, 2001 - indicating that
payments were current at that time (CSR, p. 98).
e.

In their private agreement between Thornhill and McKinney in December of 2000,
T h o d accepted the full payment of $5,000 from McKinney, retaking, but not
acknowledging the $1,000 partial payment from the And-.

NOTE: It was

believedA&B LLC hadmet theirfill obligation on the mortgagepayments asper the
par&rship agreemenl, andit was understood that McKinney was meehg.theBaker
portion of the Mortgage.
f.

Thornhill claimed, removed, sold or destxoyed personalty and fktmcs &om the
property amounting to nearly $200,000.

-
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g.

Thornhill had earnings &om the business in 2003, and rents from Ells' home after
ousting the Andersens (CSR, p. 161, par. c). Thodill had passed title to the home
free & clear in 1996 prior to the purchase of Indian Springs.

h.

Thornhill sold or assigned his interest to at least one other party (CSR, p. 173-175),

PRIOR to the current PlaintiWRespondent, and is believed to have pocketed the
earnest money. In the prior agreement, he promised to deliver the property, but was
unable to do so because of the confused title, and then -failed to returnthe earnest
money to the proposed buyer.
3.

Finally, the Respondent and the Assignor refused to correct the deeds that were clearly in
error. (NOTE: it is believed and evidencefi.omthe Respondent's attorney's billing charges
and the letter Jiom Idaho Power [see Exhibit entifled "Motionfor Title Clarification,
Rescission of Deeds, and Dismissal of Case - Exhibit Dl refuing to reinstall the power to
the Ells home indicate a continuing conspiracy between Thornhill, his assignee andcertain
defendants with the intent and purpose to deprive parties and non-parties of their
investment.) The Title issue could have been resolved by correcting the Deeds, but that was

not the Plaintiffs agenda and it was refused along with the back-up offer.

THEREFORE, it is believed there is no resolution. The contract failed when the deeds were
issued to parties that were not the purchaser. Money taken on the basis of a failed contract and
associated losses and damages relate back to the original seller and apparently his Assignee, the
PlaintifVRespondent.
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ARGUMENT
The Respondent's Brief should be stricken from the record on the basis that it has been
s has NOT
submitted and shed by one "Scott J. Smith", an attorney unknown to A ~ n e k u t wbo

MADE AN APPEARANCE ON BEHALF OF THE PLAINTIFF. However, the Appellant makes
argumentson partjculars found in the brief which wuld justifjr the shiking of the brief in its entirety.
The Respondent's Briefhas repeated many ofthe same misrepresentationsreliedupon by the
lower court. Onpg. 8, for example, Respondent lumps Husband & Wife teams together collectively

as Buyers. On pg. 9, Respondent assumes that the "Andersen Living Trust'' was one of the buyers.
However, as previously stated in this Reply Brief, the "AndersenLiving Trust" "does not exist, and

has never existed outside its construction in the Thornhill deeds and the members of A&B LLC have
no interest in forming said trust to replace their M y organized LLC, nor is it timely!'

PLAINTIFF/RESPONDE?NT CANNOT UTILIZE A FAILED INSTRUMENT
TO JUSTLFY ITS CLAIMS.
On pg. 9, Respondent claims that Buyers transferred their interests to AICO. However, the

Warranty Deed &omBakers to AICO was placed in Escrow, and was errantly extmcted from escrow
and recorded by M e a n Title Company under the direction of Ron Bitton of PES.

NOTE: If the Baker Deed were valid, then there would be NO
OBLIGATION for AICO to perform on the original Mortgage.
The Warranty Deed would transfer the property anencambered
-meaning that there would be no obligation to either Thornhill
nor McKinney.
HOWEVER, this "deed)' also claims that the Bakers' had ownership of the prbperty.

-
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According to the partnership agreement and partnership h d s used for the purchase, Bakers had
interest in the partnership ONLY -NOT IN THE PARTNERSEEP PROPERTY.
IC 4 53-3-501 - A ~artneris not a co-owner of wrtnership ~ropertyand has no
interest in partnership property which can be transferred, either voluntarily or
involuntarily.
IC 8 53-3-502 -The only trausferable interest of a partner in the partnership is the
partner's share of the profits and losses of the partnemhip and the partner's right to
receive distributions. The interest is personal property.
IC 9 53-2-701 - The only intaest of a partner which is transferable is the partner's
transferable interest. A transferable interest is personal property.
By Idaho Law, and the wording of the "Baker Deed", this instrument FAILS to transfer the

property to AICO.
e e h T
that AICO became the owner.

THE QUITCLAIM DEED DID NOT TRANSFER N I A N SPRINGS TO AICO
In paragraph C, pg. 10, the Respondent claims that an "Andersen Living Trust" continued

to claim an interest in Real Property "&r transferring its interrest to AICO." Two problems exist
with the Respondent's claim here. F it h m is no "AndersenLiving Trust", as describedpreviously
in this Reply Brief. In the previous paragraph "B", the Respondent is referring to a quitclaim deed
(CR, p. 200) wherein AICO of Colorado transferred any interest that it may have had to AICO of
Idaho. THERE IS NO MFNTION OR REFERENCE to an "Andersen Living Trust'' in this Deed.
Terry Andersen signed as Trustee, on behalf of AICO Colorado, where "Terry Andersen, Trustee"
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was the mmger. This did not, and could not, tmnsfkir a nonexistent ownaship- only any possible
interests that AICO of Colorado had.

-

QuitclaimDeed a deed which conveys that right, title, or interest which the grantor
has, or may have, and which does not require that the grantor thereby pass a good
title. A quitclaim deed may be purchased for a small sum as protection against the
possibility that the grantor has a substantial interest unknown to him. The grantor
of a quitelaim deed does not represent that he or she has any interest whatever
in the property for which the deed was given merely that whatever interest
is had may be conveyed to the grantee. (Banon's Law Dictionary copyright 1996)

-

As previously stated, AICO of Coloradowas dissolved, and its interestspassed to A&B LLC.
The "Andersen Living Trust" is NOT designated in the quitclaim deed dated February 24,1998.
Andersens had NO KNOWLEDGE of this "Andersen Living Trust" appearing on the Deeds until
the year 2002, - FOUR YEARS LATER - when they finally received a copy of the Deeds.
Therefore, without knowledge of the "Andersen Living Trust" shown on the Seller's Deeds, this
quitclaim deed wuld only be what it is now testifled to be: a transfer of whatever interests AICO of
Colorado had to AICO of Idaho. The Respondent's argument FAILED to establish that a nonexistent trust transferred title to AICO.

NEITHER PARTNER COULD TRANSmR THE PROPERTY AS THEIR OWN
On page 16 of the Respondent's Brief, it is argued that 'Terry Andersen as Trustee and the
Bakers chose to transfer the Real Property to AICO and not to R m t i o n a l Properties A&B? This
worn out argument wmes &om the mistaken idea that the "Baker Deed" and the quitclaim deed
transferred the property to AICO. As discussed previousiy, the "Baker Deed" is M t y . TheAndersen
quitclaim deed was written only as part ofthe winding up of the affairs of AICO of Colorado. Idaho
Statutesquotedabovewould PROHIBIT THE TRANSFER of the property by EITHER PARTNER.
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Property pwchased with partnmhip funds belongs to the parhership, and NOT TO THE
PARTNERS DWMJIUALLY. The partners interest is in the profits and:lossesof.the:partnership
-NOT in the partnership property. The ONLY transferable interest is the partner's interest in the
partnership. BOTH DEEDS (Baker Deed & the quitclaim Deed) FAIL on the grounds that neither
partner could transfer the property. Neither Deed makes mention of the pactnership.tmnsferringthe
property.

AMBIGUITIES IN THE CLOSING DOCUh4ENTS
Paragraph "D"of pg. 11 in the Respondent's Brief admits in the last sentence that the Real
Estate Morfgage "does not wntain any reference Recreational Properties A&B, a parinemhip." This
is true, and this statement supports the Appellants' argument that THERE IS AMB%GUITYIN THE
CLOSING DOCUMENTS. The deedsare in wntlict with all of the documents as p1-evious1ystated
in this Reply Brief as to the sale and mortgages herein, and this ambiguity, on its face, compels the
Supreme Court to remand for kiher investigation of these fists and to kiher clarify who ought to
have rights to W a n Springs. With patent ambiguitiesbetweenandamongthis tramaction, it permits
the Supreme Court to exercise free review. (See Dr. James Cool, D.D.S. v. Mounfainvim
Landowners Co-op Ass 'n, Znc., 139 Idaho 770,86 P.3d 484,486 (2004); cf Union Pac. R.R. Co. V.
Ethington Family T m f , 137 Idaho 435,437-38.50P.3d 450,452-53 (20021.) Clearly on this point,

when there are legal ambirmities, fke review bv the SupremeCourtis~equkdand-permitted, to first
determine whether alegal instrumentis ambiguous, which is clearly thesituation here- as admitted
and sustained by the Respondent's Brief.
These ambignities in the closing documents should lead the Supreme Court to the
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Doctrine of CONTRA PROFERJCNTEM.
Conbaprofmentern (Latin "against the offerof') The doctrine that,
in inteqreting documents, ambiguities are to be construed
unfavorably to the drafter. (Black's Law Dictionary Abrridged
Seventh Edition - 2000)

-

SELLERS ASSIGNED INTEREST WITH UNCLEAN NAND5
Respondent claims that the Sellers of the Property assigned interests in a Promissory Note
and Mortgage to the PlainMXespondent. This action is supported by an merit entitled
"Assignment of Promissory Note and Mortgage" (CR, p. 284). However, the Seller previously
assigned those same interests to another party via an earnest money agreement (CSR, p. 173-175).
Seller failed to produce clear Title, and failed to return the Earnest Money. This puts a cloud
on the PlaintWRespondent's claim of assigned interests.
UNCLEAN HANDS -one of the maxims of eqnity embodyingthe
principle that a party seeking redress in a court of equity (eqGtab1e
relief) must not have done any dishonest or unethical act in the
transaction upon which he or she maintains the action in equity, since
a court of conscience will not grant relief to one guilty of
unconscionable conduct, i.e., to one with '"unclean hands." See 171
A. 738,749, McClintoek, Equity 426 (2d ed 1948). (Barren's Law
Dictionary copyright 1996)
While the lower court overlooked or turned a blind eye to the evidence sub&dating these
claims, Appellants claim the evidence of the Earnest Money Agreement to a third party for the same
transfend of interests casts a cloud on the PlaintWRespondent's claim to said assignment. The
Seller exhibits apttern ofi a) denying payments he received directly; b) collecting rents on a home
he had sold; and c) claiming goods and personalty and removing f k t u m , and benefirtingfinancially
without accountability.
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ISSUES WITa RESPONDENT'S "COURSE OF PROCEEDENGSn
1.

When the Complaint was filed (Sept. 27,2005), and also when the Appellant's Answer was

-

filed @ec. 5,2005), one of the Defendants, AICO Idaho, was still m&r the protection of
the Bankruptcy Stay. There should have been no action until after December 19,2005,when
the Bankruptcy was officially closed. The Notice of Default was also delivered during the
time of the Automatic Stay. THERE SHOULD HAVE BEEN NO NOTICE OR
COMPLAINT UNTIL AFTER DECEMBER 19,2005.

2.

The question arises Whv did the PlaintWRes~ondentfile the First Amended Complaint,
dated June 12.2006?
a.

Was it to hide the " D iHands" of ThomhilVEliasen? Environtnentd issues pass to

everyone in the chain of title, so Thornhill and the Assignee (Plainti.ff/Respondent)
would still have an obligation.

b.

It is noteworthy that not only Eliien withdrew, but ThomhiU was removed as a
Plaintiff in the Amended Complaint.

c.

The Amended Complaint still used the same Notice of Default which was issued
during the Bankruptcy Stay.

3.

Page 13 and 14 of the Respondent's Brief raises the question as to A&B and the Title.
Appellants have previously stated that the Deeds should have been issued to A&B, but they
werenot. As the documented evidence supports, the intention of the parties was to have Title
transfer to A&B. An opportunity was given for the Plaintiff to correct said deeds, but they
did NOT. The wurt correctly stated that A&B was the purchaser, but then based its
Memorandum, Decision, and Order on misrepresentations presented by the
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4.

The lower court favored the amount owing on the mortgage provided by the
PlaintWReespondent. The lower court completely ignored the prior statements by the
Assignor Thornhill. On April 12,2002, Thornhill's sworn statement said the amount owing
at that time was $254,000. On June 5,2003, the sum that would have paid the obligation was
fixed at $263,400. During the interim, the Assignor's record declares that $66,000 in
payments were made during that time. HOW does the amount owing INCREASE by$9,600
on a 0% contract when payments amounting to $66,000 were received? ALSO, how does the
PlaintifURespondent arrive at the amount of $248,000 plus late fees and interest in the
Amended Complaint? If the sworn amount due and owing in 2002 were $254,000, and
$66,000 were paid, the balance due and ow& on June 5, 2003 would have been only
$1 88,000. Such discrepancies were presented to the lower court on January 16,2007 in the

Exhibit Defendants' Second Response to Motionfor Summary Judgment -pp. 13-14.
5.

On pg. 16 of the Respondent's Brief, argument is made that because Terry Andersen and
John Baker btzlnsfemd the Real Property to AICO, that A&B has no rights or interests in the
properly. The documents used by the Respondent to substantiate this false claim is just a
small part of the misrepresentations and wrongful assumptions which prompted the
Appellant's Motion for Reconsideratioa J o w o f I n d i s ~ 1 e P a r t i eandNav
s
Trial. The
lower court's denial of this Motion is one of the issues why the whole matter is under
Appeal. Appellants assumed the issue was to settle the Note with Thornhill, and proceeded
accordingly -but clearly, that was NOT the intent of the action.

6.

On pg. 17, reference is made to new evidence. That new evidence is none other than the letter
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faxed to the Andersens on May 14,2007 -which letter (CSR, Exhibit B) was in the files

of Metro Title in Salt Lake City, and is considered "new evidence" by the Andersens. This
letter is the letter from Attorney Lyle Eliasen to Metro Title dated June, 1996, but not
discovered by the Andersens until May 14,2007.
IC 9 5-218STATUTORY LIABILITES,TRESPASS, TROWR, REPLEVIN, AND
FRAUD. Within three (3) years:
4. An action for relief on the ground of fraud or mistake. The cause of action in such
case not to be deemed to have accrued until the discovery, by the aggrieved party, of
the facts constituting the fiaud or mistake.
The letter was introduced as new evidence under the IRCP 60(b)(3), and in court, Attomey
Erickson claimed "there is no 60(b)", and here again, the Respondent is attempkg to block
the rights of the Andersens to submit new evidence.
LRCP 60(b). Mistake, inadvertence, excusable neglect, newly
discovered evidence, fraud, grounds for relief from judgment or
order. On motion and upon such terms as are just, the court may
relieve a party or his legal representative from a finaljudgment, order,
or proceeding for the following reasons:
(3) fraud (whether heretofore denominated intrinsic or extrinsic),
misrepresentation, or other misconduct of an adverse party;
Again, on pg. 17 and pg. 18 of the Respondent's Brief, the Plaintiff is confusing the Court
again by claiming that the new evidence was "untimely." For the Record, under IRCP

(60)(b)(3) AND within the time limits established by IC 3 5-218, there is a period of three
(3) years in which this evidence can be submitted -placing the Statute of Citations from
the time of discovery to May 14,2010!

-

-
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ISSUES ON APPEAL
A Motion for Dismissal of Non-Defaultiw Parties was brought up in the lower court on

November 9,2007, and certain documents were to be added to the record. Neither the motion nor
the Exhibits appear in the Record, and the Minute Entry & Order signed on December 3,2007 is
contrary to the verbal order made in court.
On August 9, 2007, a hearing was held concerning the Appellants
Reconsiddon. J o M of Indismnsable Parties., and NEWTrial under I. R C. P. 60 @) newly
discovered Evidence cl+g

Title issues, and the Motion was denied. Thejudge's demeanor was

openly hostile to the Andersens, and this motion and all of the exhibits, including an omitted
Counterclaim under rule IRCP13(c) and IRCP13(f) were not included in the Clerk's Record.
On November 19,2007, a Judsnent Decree of Foreclosure and Order for Sate was signed

by the Honorable Ronald E. Bush wherein he granted rights to any and all property in question
without due process of law and without including Indispensable Parties and real parties of interest.
Judge Bush also denied Appellantsthe right to have their Tender Offer accepted,as presented by and
through the Trnst as the Guarantor on the Note F. B. 0.Recreational Properties ABtB, a Partnership.
On or about December 1,2006, a Notice of Offer to Purchase Note and Martgape on behalf

of the Appellants was entered into the lower court. This tender offer was not accepaed. Idaho Code
28-3-603 (2) states that when an offer is refused, the debt is considered discharged.
Appellants ask the court to rule on the following:

A.

That the lower court abused its exercise of discretion in denying the Motion for
Reconsideration Joining of hdiswnsable Parties. and New Trial. In this action, the lower
court allowed for a private sale also denying the Appellants a right of redemption.

-
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B.

That the lower court abused its exercise of discretion, and failed in Due Process by denying
the Dismissal of Non-Defaulting Parties, which included parties never noticed in the Notice
of Default, and parties not served which were protected under the bankrupky stay, and the
joining of Indispensable Parties. The action in the lower court was an exercise in futility with
none of the defendants having any interest in the Real Estate being foreclosed on.

C.

That the lower court abused its exercise of discretion by denying the Motion for Dismissal
of Non-Defaultinst Parties in a case deficient in process and wherein Plaintiff?+'standing to
bring the action is in question because of a standingprior assignment of the same interestthat
the Plaintiff claims.

D.

That the lower court abused its exercise of discretion by ordering the Foreclosure and Sale
of the subject party without due process for Indispensable Parties who have an interest in the
Subject Property.

E.

That the Mortgage Debt is discharged by the means of the UCC rules concerning a refused
Tender Offer (Idaho Code 28-3-603 (2)). The lower court failed to recognize and rule on the
Tender Offer submitted December 1,2006. A proper rulin@; under the UCC rules would
vacate any action of Foreclosure FBO the Partnership.

F.

That the claim of the PlaintWRespondent be offset by the Counterclaim submitted by the
Andersens as managers of A&B LLC, and as per their personal investment.

G.

That the ruling of the lower court finding the Andersens in contempt be remanded on the
grounds that Andersens have complied with the orders of the court, and that this Contempt
Charge is believed to be a red herring to draw the attention away fkom the deliberate frauds
the Plaintiffs Agent was perpetrating on the court.
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An additional issue on appeal was brought up by the Respondent. That,issue&asta.do.with
the Andersens representing other parties -specificdly (as stated in the Respondent B&ef,page 25),
"RecreatiomlProperties A M , LLC, Recreational Properties Am&&a partnership,.The Teny-K
Andersen and Rosanna Anderson Living Revocable Trust, and the Ana'ersan Living Trust. " The

Respondent repeatedly lumps al1:of these parties together, dmpping or ,addingparts of the legal titles
to create confusion. This appeal has been filed by the Andersens for their personal interests.
At the risk of being redundant, Andersens offer the following comidemtions in opposition
to the Respondent's arguments to the contrary.

.

Recreational Properties A&B, apartnership,hasbeen dissolved, andashimanagers,
the
Andersens are personally responsible and liable to expedite the winding up of the

partnership. Therefo~,the affairs of this parbnership is now a persod involvement
which will continue until the process is completed. (IC
0

8 53-3-803 and 53-3-806)

AICO Recreational Properties LLC, is in the process of winding up its affairs, and
the Andersens are personally responsible and liable to expedite this winding.up of
affairs as managem. Therefore, the affairsof this LLC is now apers~nal:invalvement

.

which will continue until the process is completed. IC 8 644
The Andersen Living Trust is believed to exist ONLY in the Tho&hDeadseadsThis
trust was NOT a partner NOR the buyer of Indian Sphgs. Andexxiens seek the Court

.

to mnand the case, and instruct the lower court to order a camtion in.the Deeds.

The Respondent refers to The Terry W. Andersen and Rowma .&de~~en.L~ving
Revocable Trust which is not a Defendant. This appears to beanother m e to make
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all parties appear to be the same. Teny Ward Andersen and Rosanna Andersen are
Trustees of The Terrv Ward Andersen and Rosanna Andemen Living Revocable

Trust dated F e b m 1. 1991, and NO OTHER. This family trust is shown as the
Guarantor for the Partnership on the T h o d l Note. NOTE: Trustees have a number
ofpowers enumerated by Idaho Statutes, including the defense andprosecution of

.

matters pertaining to the Trust. 1C § 105 AND 1C f 68-106 (25)

Remxtionat Promrties A&B LLC: This is the only realparty d

y shownon the

deeds with a viable interest in the property as described in this Reply Brief. This
party is not a Defendant nor a ~artnershi~,
but does have an interest. The lower court
re-fused to join this company and other Indispensable Parties to this action. As
Managers of this company with a vested interest, Terry and RosannaAndersen have
the rights and responsibilities to speak up for this company and its members.

SUMMARY
THIS REPLY BRIEF has addressed the issues of the Motions denied by the lower court.
Subsequent to the filing of the Notice of Appeal and the Notice of Amended Appeal, it has become
necessary to submit a Notice of Second Amended Appeal because of the dounded claims of
Attorney Lane V. Erickson, who is also the Agent for Indian S~rin-C

- the Respondent.

Erickson filed a Motion for a Rule 75 Contempt with the lower court seeking to restrict
co~tutionailyguaranteed rights of the Andersens, while misleading the lower court on the issues.
The lower court ruled on that motion, and the Andersens have respectfidly withdrawn those
supposedlyoffending documents. It is believed that the wurt rushed into a SummaryJudgment when

-
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there remained material issues of fact and parties with unaddressed issues. There was no resolution

-only grounds for additional actions and dispute.
The Andersens have invested thousands of hours into correcting environmental and public
safety problems which were NOT disclosed by the Seller. The Andmeus proceeded with the
purchase of the property in good faith that the Disclosure Statement was true and accurate. When
it was discovered to be fraudulent,Andersens made the investment of TIME and MONEY to begin
the comedons and improvements. Now, after seven years of management and work, and another
eight years in w e trying to protect the'i and their associate's investment of time and money, the
Andersens Move the Supreme Court to remand this case, and instruct the lower court to award the
Andersens for damages accordiig to the Supreme Court's findings.

CONCLUSION
This whole case fiom the start is an exercise in futility in that the PlaintifVKespondent has
named Defendants who have NO INTERESTS on which to foreclose. As explained in this Reply
Brief, NONE of the Defendants listed in the caption have any viable interest. The only viable party
that claims an interest is Re6reational Properties A&B U C (referred to as A&B LLC) because it is
aparty in the purchase of Indian Springs and is shown on the deeds defining their intent. Though not

a party in this action, there is a claim predating the partnership and Terry and Rosanna Andersen as
Member-Managers have been encouraged to speak on behalf of this company and its members.
THEREFORE, Appellants move the Supreme Court to remand the case back to the District
Court, and instruct the Court to Dismiss the Case, to clear the charge of Contempt, and to award the
Andersens damages brought upon them by the failure of the deeds to convey the property as
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intended.

Respectfutly submitted this

a25day of

,2008.
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